
The Evolution of public 
cloud services in Australia
With new locally based offerings in the market from global 
vendors like VMware and Microsoft, public cloud solutions 
in Australia have come of age. This paper will explore how 
this evolution is changing the considerations for customers 
looking to move services to public cloud environments.



Public cloud services in Australia have come of age with many mainstream business and 
government organisations embracing the inherent flexibility that cloud provides. Many would argue 
that the tipping point to mainstream adoption has well and truly arrived. Certainly in the consumer 
space, early reluctance to store personal content in the cloud appears to have largely evaporated. 

Yet despite this, public cloud service providers have not always been good at convincing businesses 
and government to store critical data and processes in the cloud, so on-premises solutions have 
remained stubbornly persistent. 

The early proliferation of generic cloud providers and services has been slowly making way as 
specialist vendors have continued to evolve cloud business models to offer additional value. Those 
early providers are now increasingly focusing services on enabling, delivering and managing 
different combinations of private cloud, public cloud and on-premises IT infrastructure. 

This continued evolution of public cloud services in Australia inevitably leads to the conclusion that 
public cloud is ready for mainstream adoption.

INTRODUCTION
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The tipping point in public cloud has been largely due to 
increases in bandwidth. Private sector investment in increased 
bandwidth has continued unabated to meet insatiable demand 
while national discussions and investment in bandwidth have 
built public capacity and understanding.

The impact of these bandwidth changes on the pace of 
evolution in the marketplace has been dramatic. While 
businesses have been utilising pioneering SaaS applications 
such as Salesforce.com, just 18 months ago IT infrastructure 
management discussions in business and government 
typically centred on Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The 
focus then was primarily on bringing virtual machines online 
and assigning capacity across virtual environments to balance 
demand loads. 

Now, the discussion has evolved with the market and the 
focus is more likely to be about Software as a Service (SaaS) 
(in a much broader context) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
with everything accessed via a web browser. The attraction 
is obvious; software is automatically updated, operating 
environments maintained by someone else, and virtually 
unlimited scalability that can be ramped up and down on 
demand.

Add in business continuity benefits like robust data recovery 
and headache free remote backups and you have an attractive 
mix that makes public cloud offerings hard to ignore. The 
value equation has changed to the point where public cloud is 
becoming mainstream.

The benefits of the ability to scale burst capacity with the cloud 
should not be underestimated. Even here though, there are 
subtleties beyond the obvious benefits of a scalable public cloud 
infrastructure, and sometimes the immediate benefits are more 
about extending the life of existing on-premises capacity. 

For example, organisations are increasingly looking at cloud 
options through the lens of data classification and associated 
data security policies. If an organisation holds data that may not 
lend itself to public networks, or the assessment is that public 
sensitivities make cloud storage less palatable for that class of 
data, there may still be other cloud options to consider. 

Data classification enables security to be tailored to data 
categories. Even if organisations decide to retain some sensitive 
data in-house, data classification and data profiling makes it 
possible to choose to move less sensitive data and aged data 
that hasn’t changed in years off-premises. That staggered 
approach can extend the life of existing in-house storage.

FROM CAPACITY  
TO SERVICE

FROM LOAD BALANCING TO 
SCALABLE BURST CAPACITY
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FROM DATA STORAGE TO  
DATA AS A SERVICE
With that more sophisticated consideration of data options, 
comes the inevitable market jargon. Data as a Service is now 
part of the industry lexicon.

The management of large data sets used to be an impediment 
to cloud, now it is an integral consideration. How do you provide 
access efficiently and also determine what data sets belong in 
the cloud and what should remain on-premises?

The continual changes in bandwidth available to businesses 
(primarily due to cost reductions and increases in capacity) are 

enabling new benchmarks to be set around what is and isn’t 
viable to move to the cloud.  

Rather than simply focussing on the storage infrastructure, the 
focus now is on data and how public cloud may be used to 
provide that data to the user on-demand regardless of location 
and organisational structures. Data security may be managed 
in-house but data access needs to be possible anywhere. Data 
as a Service using public cloud makes that possible.
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The evolution has not been solely technical. In the early days of cloud 
services, where the focus was largely on capacity, management 
considerations were additional offerings. Early adopters often took 
on in-house management burdens in exchange for the performance 
efficiencies arising from spreading loads across virtual environments. 

The market has now evolved and cloud services have matured. 
Sophisticated service providers have long since moved beyond 
management as a bolt-on service to now building in management 
capability as integral to the cloud service. 

Back when cloud services were essentially only Infrastructure as a 
Service (IaaS), from an IT management perspective you still had to 
manage the operating system, disaster recovery and so on. Now 
with public cloud providing options for Platform as a Service (PaaS), 
things like the operating system and SQL database all sit within the 
service provider hosted on the cloud.

Cloud is increasingly the single lens through which to view 
infrastructure, service delivery and management. Cloud adopters can 
now gain performance efficiencies, increase end-user service levels 
and reduce management overhead.

FROM BOLT ON TO  
HOLISTIC INTEGRATION
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While raw compute costs might be dropping, the other 
associated services are not. So the real cost benefit calculations 
need to be carefully considered. In particular, compute costs 
need to be examined with respect to performance, not as a 
stand-alone figure as not every VM is equal. A lower cost-per-
hour option might not be enough to power the application or 
workload to a high enough level.  This also extends to storage 
performance.  

You might also need to consider the cost of additional services 
such as enhanced security or modifications needed to your 
application to allow it to run within the chosen public cloud. 

Economic factors alone are rarely enough to trigger an 
organisation to shift to cloud. A compelling event is needed to 
help tip an organisation’s cost justification to move to cloud. 

Common triggers include on-premises hardware or software 
approaching end of life or new business growth. Faced with a 
need to rapidly incorporate new businesses, new branches or 
new divisions, many organisations find a fresh consideration of 
cloud options makes compelling business sense. 

With most organisations working on a three to four year cycle 
for IT infrastructure capital expenditure, this cadence is driving 
momentum in cloud adoption as each new cycle coincides with 
an ever more mature cloud market. 

FROM HYPE TO 
CONSIDERED CHOICE
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As public cloud services have evolved from early adoption to 
move into the mainstream, widespread understanding and 
public perceptions of public cloud in the market have matured. 
Constant market education has seen the mystery of cloud start 
to dissolve. 

Informed discussions about public cloud services are now 
likely to be more detailed than a simple ‘to cloud or not to 
cloud’. Refined providers are more likely to be helping clients 
with ways to choose which workloads to shift to cloud, when 
and by what method.

Early cloud discussions frequently involved a disconnection 
between what people thought they would get from public 
cloud versus what they actually ended up with. In the last 18 
months this confusion has largely evaporated. People are a lot 
clearer on what public cloud will provide in terms of scalability, 
flexibility and agility.

Major vendors have also evolved their market positioning to 
target particular aspects of this more informed market. Well 
known examples include: 

•  Microsoft – have invested heavily in their cloud solutions, 
and have built collaboration and integration in to the 
platform, now with massive scale.

•  VMware – marketing themselves as the cloud which is the 
same as your current, on-premises virtualised environment.

•  Amazon – massive scale, and marketing themselves as a do 
anything organisation.

What should we make of this positioning? Has cloud really 
evolved? Is it the underlying services or just the marketing? 
Getting beyond the marketing positioning, it is important to 
understand the core benefits of each vendor’s offering and 
how it relates to your existing environment. 

So who is leading the pack in Australia?  

Amazon has been in Australia the longest with their offerings. 
Microsoft is a newer entrant with onshore instances of Azure 
and Office 365 (O365), but has obvious market share and 
investment muscle. They support customers consuming cloud 
on their terms and running true hybrid cloud.  They have also 
been very effective in leveraging a strong partner channel and 
attaching cloud solutions to enterprise agreements to rapidly 
achieve critical mass in public cloud. 

Google is building data centre capacity, but they are even 
newer entrants in Australia. This household name has had 
wins with Gmail and Google Apps however current market 
assessments are that Google is yet to achieve critical mass in 
Australian commercial and government markets.

The most recent entrant to the market is VMware with vCloud 
Air. VMware should be very successful in leveraging their 
existing install base to convert customers to their public 
cloud offerings. They are looking for organisations to extend 
their data centre for Disaster Recovery backup, dev/test and 
seasonal workloads as well as expanding into additional 
geographic locations. 

With Microsoft and VMware both evolving their offerings, the 
barriers to shifting workloads to the cloud are coming down. 
For example, if you have Hyper V workloads, it is now easier 
to migrate to Azure than ever.  The same principles apply 
with VMware - VCloud Air is an enterprise offering that is 
synonymous with what is being run on-premises. It’s becoming 
easier to transition without needing to change the underlying 
applications: this is set to shake things up even further.

FROM  NOVELTY TO  
INFORMED CHOICE
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Government organisations and many highly regulated private 
sector organisations initially resisted public cloud because of 
concerns about where the underlying hardware was physically 
located. Did offshore servers mean potentially compromised 
security? Regardless of the relative merits of those concerns, 
the reality is public cloud is now possible in Australia with 
onshore data centres addressing the objections around latency 
and data sovereignty.

Microsoft Azure and O365 are prominent examples. Azure 
customers can be moved to Australia if they are already in the 
Singapore data centre - although this remains a client choice 
and you may well want to retain offshore connectivity for 
redundancy. Going one step further, existing O365 customers 

will be moved to the local Australian data centre unless you 
apply for an exemption.

Similarly with VMware, customers are able to choose which 
tenancy in which geography services and data reside.

As a result, the early objections based on geography are no 
longer applicable. Mainstream government and corporate 
organisations are now moving business critical functions to the 
cloud, which would have been considered unthinkable just two 
years ago. When the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 
uses cloud services you know that this technology has come 
of age. 

FROM OFFSHORE 
TO ONSHORE
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The challenge for cloud vendors has long been that customers 
moving to the cloud wanted to move storage but were 
reluctant to move production workloads. That is changing 
rapidly but within an individual organisation it is often a staged 
process. For example Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) 
is an obvious move with offsite backup in the cloud to enable 
rapid business recovery from critical business interruption. 

Having implemented DRaaS and experienced the benefits of 
this limited off-premises processing, organisations then begin 
to look at other cloud applications and shifting less critical 
workloads like development environments. The significance 
of this is less about where they are in the journey to cloud but 
more in the fact that the journey is underway.

FROM STORAGE AS A SERVICE 
TO COMPUTING AS A SERVICE

FROM SIMPLICITY TO  
PRICING SUBTLETY

With this evolution has come an increasingly subtle adaptation 
of business models to meet the differing needs of various 
market segments. Extremely large market players like Google 
and Amazon are relentlessly driving down pricing. To carve out 
space in the market, other players are changing commercial 
terms and cloud cost models from a pure pay-by-the-hour 
model to one that is more in line with the needs of enterprises 
for predictability and fixed options. Now there is choice.

For example, low criticality processing has become 
commoditised for as little as $0.03/hour, but if your typical 
workload leads to high utilisation or unacceptable latency, then 
you have to pay extra to get the performance you need. Tiered 
service models are the order of the day. 
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FROM ALL IN TO  
MIX AND MATCH

The fear and uncertainty over cloud has diminished significantly, if not 
gone entirely, due to the evolution of vendor offerings and the number 
of large customers now using cloud. With that maturity has come a 
more detailed consideration of cloud options on both the buy and sell 
side. Now the conversation has turned towards moving production 
workloads. 

Does it now make sense to move them? Which ones and how?  What 
is appropriate to run where; do some workloads need to be kept 
in-house while other commodity workloads take advantage of the 
cost-effective pricing, scalability and flexibility of public cloud?

This discussion reflects a separation of considerations of compute 
and storage. Is your on-premises storage fine but compute reaching 
capacity and therefore ripe for a move to the cloud? Is a hybrid 
approach required? The choices are subtler and potentially confusing 
as a result, but the ability to tailor a solution perfectly suited to your 
organisation is now a reality, not a distant promise. 
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CONCLUSION: 
FROM SEPARATION TO INTEGRATION 
There will be customers who want to move everything to the cloud because 
they think it will save them money, but it will rarely stack up if raw cost alone 
is your only metric of success.

Likewise, if you have a mix of workload demands in your on-premises 
environment and consider splitting them up by moving some to the cloud, 
you may end up increasing on-premises costs while also introducing 
operational overheads that also cost you more.

Factor in other considerations though and the equation changes rapidly. 
Scalability, resiliency, service levels, mobility and agility all come into play: 
public cloud is becoming more pervasive and more compelling. Eighteen 
months ago the current level of cloud adoption was unthinkable. Eighteen 
months from now the change in balance between on-premises and on-cloud 
will be unrecognisable. Organisations need trusted advisors to help them 
navigate this accelerated pace of change. 

Your Cloud. Your Way.

www.data3.com/yourcloud-yourway
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